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Abstract
This study compares the individual-level and sample-level predictive utility
of a measure of the cultural logics of dignity, honor, and face. University
students in 29 samples from 24 nations used a simple measure to rate their
perceptions of the interpersonal cultural logic characterizing their local
culture. The nomological net of these measures was then explored. Key
dependent measures included three different facets of independent versus
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interdependent self-construal, relevant attitudes and values, reported
handling of actual interpersonal conflicts, and responses to normative
settings. Multilevel analyses revealed both individual- and sample-level effects
but the dignity measure showed more individual-level effects, whereas
sample-level effects were relatively more important with the face measure.
The implications of this contrast are discussed.
Keywords
cultural difference, cultural logic, dignity, honour, face, self-construal
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Introduction
Attempts to characterize cultural differences over the past several decades
have been dominated by varying conceptualizations of individualism and
collectivism (Hofstede, 1980; House et al., 2004; Markus & Kitayama, 1991).
While the focus on this particular contrast has proved in many ways to be a
fruitful one (Smith et al., 2013), evidence has been mounting that the individualism-collectivism contrast may be too broadly defined. The particular
focus of this study is on recent studies suggesting that it is possible to contrast
two variants of collectivistic cultures, within one of which there is a distinctive emphasis on the preservation of honor, and in the other, on the preservation of face (Leung & Cohen, 2011). In this paper, we introduce a brief
measure of the relative emphasis placed on dignity, honor and face in different cultural groups and test the validity of this measure by exploring the
nomological net of its predicted correlates. We use multi-level analysis to
distinguish the individual and sample-level effects attributable to the prevalence of each of these emphases.

The Three Cultural Logics
The first explicit formulation of cultural contrasts in terms of definitions of
dignity, face, and honor was provided by Leung and Cohen (2011). Building
on earlier classifications of cultural differences that had used personal values,
beliefs and self-construals, Leung and Cohen proposed that groups differ in
the basis of their “cultural logics.” This perspective is based on the view that
cultural differences are not simply embedded within the person but are elicited by the interaction between different kinds of persons and the types of
situation that are more frequently encountered in a given cultural context.
Thus, individualistic persons would act differently depending on whether
they were embedded in an individualistic cultural group or a collectivistic
group (Smith & Bond, 2019).
Leung and Cohen define the cultural logic of dignity in terms of the
inalienable worth of the individual and of the personal accountability of the
individual for his or her actions. Where those actions are deemed wrong or
inadequate, individuals are likely to experience guilt. They define the cultural
logic of honor in terms of the creation and maintenance of respect for the
individual as a member of a specific group. Honor can be gained or lost as a
consequence of one’s actions, and those who lose honor are more likely to
experience shame. Leung and Cohen define the logic of face in terms of a
distinctive emphasis on hierarchy, humility and harmony. Within this logic,
an individual is given face by others on the basis of the extent to which their
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actions create and preserve in-group harmony, order, and coordination across
status lines. Loss of face for oneself or for the other also incurs shame.
The research literature provides abundant studies comparing samples
from North America and East Asia on various criteria, and these could be
reinterpreted as distinguishing groups in which the dignity of the individual
is predominant from those in which the creation and maintenance of face is a
stronger priority. Cultural groups in which protection of the honor of one’s
group is a stronger priority have been much less fully explored until recently.
Following the early initiatives of Nisbett and Cohen (1996) and Rodriguez
Mosquera et al. (2000, 2002a), a literature has developed in which the emphasis on honor among samples from the southern US and the Mediterranean
region is contrasted with data from the northern US and northern Europe
(Cross et al., 2014; Uskul & Cross, 2019).

Studies Contrasting Dignity, Honor, and Face
The first studies built on these definitions of cultural logics were conducted
among cultural groups within the US (Kim & Cohen, 2010; Leung & Cohen,
2011), and contrasted with a sample from Hong Kong (Kim et al., 2010). A
distinctive attribute of all of these studies is that the authors included few
measurements of the cultural logics assumed to be characteristic and operative
within each sample. Their designs primarily involved the use of manipulations
whose effects were predicted to vary on the basis of the predominant cultural
logics within each sample. A similar rationale was used for the design of a
comparison of response styles in USA, Turkey, and China as exemplars of
dignity, honor, and face (Uskul et al., 2013). Subsequent studies have each
relied on more extensive forms of measurement for ascertaining the cultural
logics carried by culture members, and it is the major goal of the present paper
to develop and enhance such measures and explore their nomological nets.
While there is no reason to doubt that the variability of cultural logics within
the US could enable the Cohen group to sample the utility of these contrasts, it
is important to sample more widely in order to test the external validity of the
results obtained in other, more varied cultural systems than the American. We
note here relevant studies that have sampled from three or more nations.
There is no current consensus as to whether it is preferable to measure
cultural differences on the basis of self-report measures (e.g., Schwartz,
2009) or on the basis of respondents’ reported perceptions of their cultural
norms (e.g., Fischer et al., 2009; Morris et al., 2015). Both types of measures
have been employed separately in studies relevant to cultural logics. Mean
scores on the measure of self-reported honor values developed by Rodriguez
Mosquera et al. (2002b) have been compared across students from eight
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nations (Guerra et al., 2012), across students from USA, the Netherlands and
Turkey (Novin et al., 2015), and across students from six nations (van Osch
et al., 2019). Guerra et al. found the measure of person-integrity honor more
strongly endorsed in dignity cultures and the measure of family honor more
strongly endorsed in their other samples. Novin et al. found that honor values
were related to self-esteem in honor cultures but not within their other samples, whereas van Osch et al. found no such relationship. Inconsistencies in
such results could arise due to the narrow sampling of cultures in each study
and across these studies.
Several researchers have employed a measure of perceived descriptive
norms developed by Severance et al. (2013), drawing also on the measures of
Rodriguez Mosquera et al. (2002b). Aslani et al. (2016) found that students in
the US who were from the US, Qatar, and China scored highest on perceived
dignity, honor, and face, respectively. Yao et al. (2017) classified MBA students in the US into cultural groups defined on the basis of respondent nationality as oriented toward either dignity, honor, or face, whereas Smith et al.
(2017) surveyed perceived norms reported by students from eight diverse
nations. These various results are used to guide our choice of measures.

Measuring Logics
Following Triandis (1995), Leung and Cohen (2011) define cultural logics as
syndromes. By doing so, they acknowledge that cultural systems involve an
interwoven set of norms, values, worldviews, self-construals, and behaviors,
which are organized around a central theme. This highlights the question of
how best to identify one or more syndrome elements that adequately represent
the central theme. The studies of Smith et al. (2017) and Yao et al. (2017) both
used items derived from the work of Severance et al. (2013). These two studies are the only ones known to us in which there has been an attempt to tap all
three logics concurrently simultaneously. The items defining the logics of dignity and face focused on injunctive norms that are perceived to be frequently
endorsed by “people in one’s culture” (Smith et al., p. 721). The items defining
honor focused on a blend of behaviors and values believed to be widespread.
Yao et al. found that this measure differentiated adequately between students
from world regions thought to exemplify dignity, honor, and face. However,
Smith et al. obtained mean scores from specific nations on these cultural logics and found that they did not accord with expectation. In particular, respondents from samples thought to be high on honor and those thought to be high
on face did not differentiate their ratings on the honor items from the face
items on the scales employed in this study. This lack of distinction may have
arisen due to the greater tendency toward acquiescent responding to Likert
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scale items that is frequently found within these cultural groups (Johnson
et al., 2011; Smith, 2004). The possible confound of response style is more
thoroughly addressed within the present study.
Thus, there is evidence that measures based either on self-reports or on
perceived norms can to some extent differentiate samples defined by the cultural logics of dignity, honor, and face. The measures of perceived norms more
fully address all three logics, and we consequently base our measure on perceived cultural logics, taking as the point of departure relevant items from the
scales employed by Severance et al. (2013). However, most of the studies that
have used explicit measures of dignity, honor, or face have focused only on the
comparison of sample means, sometimes also including their relation to other
sample-level measures. Thus, the interaction between individual and context
that is central to Leung and Cohen’s (2011) conceptualization of cultural logics is not addressed. To address this crucial and usually neglected aspect of
cross-cultural studies, measurement is required at both individual and sample
levels, across a broad range of samples (Bond & van de Vijver, 2011).
Sample-level versus Individual-level analyses. The relation between individual
variability within cultural groups and variation between cultural groups has
been increasingly debated in recent years. The monolithic characterization of
cultural groups exemplified in the work of Hofstede (1980) has been challenged by the finding that variability between individuals greatly outweighs
variability between nations, for instance in terms of values (Fischer &
Schwartz, 2011) and of personality (Poortinga & van Hemert, 2001). Multilevel analyses make it possible to estimate sample-level effects where individual-level effects have already been taken into account. Where multilevel
analyses have been conducted, it is found that some differences between
nations can best be understood as an aggregation of individual-level effects,
while other national differences are found to be independent of individuallevel predictors (Becker et al., 2012, 2014; Gheorghiu et al., 2009). In this
study, we employ a similar approach in order to unconfound the conceptualization of cultural logics and their associated effects. Are these logics predominantly exemplified at the individual level, at the sample level, or by way
of interactions between levels?

Defining a Nomological Net of Measures
In order to identify relevant measures, it is necessary to consider Leung and
Cohen’s (2011) formulation of the nature of cultural differences. Cultural
logics are seen as elicited by particular combinations of circumstances. In
contrast to prior dimensional characterizations of cultural difference
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(Hofstede, 1980; Schwartz, 2009), there is no strong impetus toward characterizing a given group exclusively in terms of its being defined as say, an
honor or a face culture. Groups will differ in terms of the relative frequency
with which each type of logic is elicited in different social contexts. This
formulation falls within the constructivist conceptualization of cultural differences (Hong et al., 2000). From this perspective, it is unhelpful to refer to
a particular group or nation as having an honor culture or a face culture. All
cultural groups are to some extent dignity cultures and honor cultures and
face cultures. Differences are seen as residing primarily in the frequency of
the types of circumstance that elicit a specific logic.
Predictions relevant to a particular logic may therefore be tested within
any cultural group, as illustrated by the studies of Leung and Cohen (2011).
However, the implications of a given cultural logic may differ somewhat,
depending on the circumstances in which it is elicited. For instance, elicitation of an honor logic can elicit interpersonal reciprocity in a context where
honor is widely endorsed but elicit avoidance where it is not (Leung & Cohen,
2011). It is therefore necessary to examine the interrelation between individual perceptions of a cultural logic and the contexts within which they occur.
Within dimensional formulations, a group’s culture is seen as a moderator of
individual-level effects. The predicted net of associated indices should therefore be more strongly supported in settings where a particular logic is more
frequently elicited (Smith & Bond, 2019).
Habitual reliance upon one cultural logic rather than another should be distinctively associated with the ways in which one chooses to describe oneself.
Self-construals, attitudes toward others, and descriptions of one’s behavior in
specific circumstances should therefore all be relevant. In selecting relevant
measures, we gave preference where possible to those previously employed in
multiple cultural samples. For self-construals, we draw on the findings of
Vignoles et al. (2016), who revised and amplified the distinction between independent and interdependent self-construal (Markus & Kitayama, 1991), identifying seven cross-culturally valid facets of independent versus interdependent
self-construal on the basis of 55 samples drawn from 33 nations. Since these
facets were found to be differentially endorsed in various regions of the world,
we can formulate hypotheses that are not simply based on overall independence versus interdependence. Based on analyses reported in this paper, we
identified three dimensions of variation in self-construal, viz., Self-Containment
versus Connection to Others, Self-Expression versus Harmony, and Consistency
across Situations versus Variability, as relevant to our present study.
For attitudes that are relevant to the way that one describes oneself, we use
Crocker et al.’s (2003) measure of awareness of others in general. For behavior descriptions, we draw on face-negotiation theory (Ting-Toomey, 1998),
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which distinguishes the types of concerns that persons may prioritize during
the process of negotiation in contexts that are individualistic or collectivistic.
This provides separate measures of concern for saving one’s own face and for
saving the face of the other party to a conflict (Oetzel & Ting-Toomey, 2003).
We obtained ratings of the concerns experienced by respondents while handling a recently experienced interpersonal conflict. Face concerns are thus
descriptions by respondents of two types of specific behavior in a given context, in contrast to the measure of face logic, which is a perception of the relative priority given to face by those around one.
Contexts in which particular logics are frequently elicited are likely to be
characterized by the distinctive norms and behaviors that are apparent to
respondents. Rather than sample cultural variation in specific norm adherence (Bond & Smith, 1996; Gelfand et al., 2011), we use newly developed
measures of reported discomfort experienced in conforming to norms, and of
avoiding situations that are strongly normative. While cultural logics can
themselves be considered as subjective norms that prescribe ways of interpreting and reacting to events, our new measures are intended to reflect
responses to settings where personal logics are at variance with the prevailing
cultural logic in a given setting.
We also use a measure of relational mobility between membership groups
(Thomson et al., 2018), which taps the extent to which persons in different
cultural groups feel free to join and leave membership groups. As predicted,
relational mobility has been shown to be high in individualistic cultures and
low in collectivistic cultures, as permeability of group membership is a crucial aspect of a dignity cultural logic. Finally, our survey includes the measure of self-reported honor values (Rodriguez Mosquera et al., 2002b) that
was included in preceding cross-national comparisons of honor (Guerra
et al., 2012; Novin et al., 2015; van Osch et al., 2019).

Hypotheses
The hypotheses are formulated in terms of the predicted correlates of
respondents’ perception that a given cultural logic is prevalent in their local
context.

Dignity
The cultural logic of dignity is here considered to be built upon the individual’s inalienable autonomy and personal accountability for his or her actions.
Predicted correlates derive from relevant aspects of the prior literature contrasting individualistic cultures with collectivistic cultures (Smith et al.,
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2013) and from the findings for self-construal in Western cultures obtained
by Vignoles et al. (2016). In particular, members of individualistic cultural
groups have been found to be more emotionally expressive (Matsumoto
et al., 2008), to find generalized awareness of others aversive (Crocker et al.,
2003), to have less concern for other-face than do those in collectivistic cultural groups (Oetzel & Ting-Toomey, 2003), to have greater flexibility in
their group memberships, that is, to be high on relational mobility (Thomson
et al., 2018), and to vary their behavior less between contexts (English &
Chen, 2007). Their lesser concern for conformity (Bond & Smith, 1996)
implies less discomfort in the face of normative pressures and greater willingness to express dissent rather than avoid such situations.
Hypothesis 1: Perception of the logic of dignity will correlate (a) positively with self-construals that emphasize self-containment, self-expression,
and consistency across contexts; (b) negatively with awareness of others
in general; (c) more positively with concern for self-face than other-face;
(d) negatively with discomfort and avoidance; (e) positively with perceived relational mobility, but negatively with honor values.

Honor
The cultural logic of honor is here considered to be built upon the individual’s
personal responsibility to develop and protect the reputation of his or her
group and to uphold its honor. Predicted correlates derive from the prior literature concerning honor cultures (Uskul et al., 2018), and from the findings
for self-construal in Middle-Eastern cultures obtained by Vignoles et al.
(2016). More specifically, members of cultural groups emphasizing honor are
concerned both for their own reputation (Guerra et al., 2012) and for the reputation of their family (Uskul et al., 2012). In contrast to a dignity cultural
logic, one’s reputation as an individual also has implications for the reputation of one’s membership groups (especially one’s family) in relation to the
reputations of outgroups (Uskul et al., 2018). In contrast, face logic is focused
much more on the preservation of in-group harmony than with the external
reputation of one’s group (Yuki, 2003). Thus, within an honor cultural logic,
adequate contribution to reputation will be principally a matter of self-face.
Within the honor logic, a person will be aware of the reactions of others
within their group, but that awareness will be focused on the need to fulfil
one’s obligations to the group, rather than on giving face to other group members. Adherence to an honor code involves being consistent and reliable in
upholding and defending the honor of one’s group (Uskul et al., 2018). In
their study of self-construals, Vignoles et al. (2016) found that respondents
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from Middle Eastern samples scored higher on self-reliance and consistency
than those from six other world regions. Members of honor groups are also
found to be more polite than those in dignity cultures, in order to guard
against threats to reputation that may elicit the need for retaliation (Cross
et al., 2013). However, they react more forcefully when avoidance is not an
option. This implies a preference for avoidance of potentially conflictual
situations.
Hypothesis 2: Perception of the logic of honor will correlate (a) positively with self-construals that emphasize self-consistency but negatively
with self-construals that emphasize self-containment; (b) positively with
awareness of others in general; (c) positively with concern for self-face;
(d) positively with avoidance; (e) positively with honor values, but negatively with perceived relational mobility.

Face
The cultural logic of face is here considered to be built upon the individual’s
responsibility to contribute to the preservation of harmony, humility, and
hierarchy within their group (Leung & Cohen, 2011). Predicted correlates
derive from the prior literature contrasting collectivistic cultures with individualistic cultures (Smith et al., 2013), and from the findings for self-construal in East Asian cultures obtained by Vignoles et al. (2016). This study
found that East Asian samples scored notably low on expressiveness and consistency. The four samples from China, Malaysia, and Thailand also scored
low on self-containment. However, those from Japan and Singapore scored
high this aspect of self-construal. The prediction for this specific effect is
therefore tentative. In other studies, members of East Asian cultural groups
have been found to have greater concern for other-face than those in individualistic cultural groups (Oetzel & Ting-Toomey, 2003), to be low on relational
mobility (Thomson et al., 2018), and to vary their behavior more between
contexts (English & Chen, 2007). Higher conformity (Bond & Smith, 1996)
could imply greater discomfort and avoidance, but only in contexts where the
individual dissents from the norms, here then, no prediction is entered.
Hypothesis 3: Perception of the logic of face will correlate (a) negatively
with self-construals that emphasize self-containment, expressiveness, and
consistency across contexts; (b) positively with awareness of others in general; (c) positively with both self-face and other-face; (d) negatively with
perceived relational mobility.
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Method
Participants
Participants were 5,064 students from 24 nations who completed the survey
either online, in the classroom, or, in the Mexico City sample, by response to
a request in public spaces. They either received course credit or were thanked
for their participation. Ethical consent for the research project was obtained
from each university that was sampled. In a small minority of cases, this was
based upon the ethical scrutiny that had been conducted at the University of
Sussex. Respondents provided details of their age, gender, country of birth,
nationality, ethnicity, and religion, and also rated the location of their upbringing on a 7-point scale from rural (1) to urban (7). The survey was originally
constructed in English and was then translated into the language for use at
each location by first-language-speaking authors and their collaborators, with
subsequent independent back-translation and correction based on discussion
(van de Vijver & Leung, 1997). Respondents who were not nationals of the
location sampled were excluded from the data analysis. Details of samples
are provided in Table 1.

Measures
Measurement of cultural logics. For the present study, we obtained ratings of
the cultural logics that were perceived to be prevalent in the respondent’s
local context. We chose to use three single items, with acquiescent responding controlled by standardizing each score against the mean for all three ratings. Single items clearly do not tap all aspects of a given logic, but they do
make it clear which specific aspect is being tapped. Respondents were asked
to rate how well each statement described “. . .the people around you (your
school, workplace, town, neighbourhood, etc.).” The items used were newly
developed: “These people think that they should be true to themselves regardless of what others think” (Dignity); “These people feel that they should
uphold and defend their family’s reputation” (Honor); “These people think
they should be extremely careful not to embarrass others” (Face). The 6-point
response scales were keyed from strongly disagree to strongly agree.
A test for cultural differences in response style showed that sample mean
raw scores for all three cultural logics combined varied between 3.43 and
4.90 (SD = 0.93) on the 6-point scale. Standardization of scores for each
logic was therefore essential. Following the procedures employed by Kashima
et al. (1995), variations in response style between individuals was first discounted through within-subject standardization, yielding the individual-level
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Armenia
Australia
Argentina
Brazil—Brasilia
Brazil—Sao Paolo
Canada
Chile
China—Beijing
Georgia
Greece—Athens
Greece—Thrace
Hong Kong
Iraq
Italy
Japan
Malaysia
Mexico—Mexico City
Mexico—Tijuana
Netherlands
Pakistan

Table 1. Sample Details.

128
99
288
446
287
106
106
180
101
225
79
164
85
98
105
132
93
130
164
242

N

20.2
24.3
20.5
23.4
24.8
22.1
20.1
19.5
21.0
22.2
20.5
20.8
22.2
20.1
20.2
22.5
19.8
22.5
19.3
22.2

Mean age
24
13
47
93
37
15
32
29
31
11
44
28
52
40
51
51
54
56
12
49

Male
5.8
4.7
6.1
5.3
5.2
4.7
5.7
4.9
4.8
5.3
5.6
5.8
—
5.1
4.5
5.2
6.5
6.5
4.3
5.6

Urban origin
89
52
76
87
87
56
32
1
85
88
91
13
0
86
2
0
48
89
25
0

C
0
1
0
0
0
3
0
2
0
0
1
0
100
1
0
100
0
5
3
100

M
Armenian
English
Spanish
Portuguese
Portuguese
English
Spanish
Chinese
Georgian
Greek
Greek
Chinese
Arabic
Italian
Japanese
Bahasa Malaya
Spanish
Spanish
Dutch
Urdu

Language of response

(continued)

Online and paper
Online
Online
Online and paper
Paper
Online
Online
Online
Online
Online and paper
Paper
Online
Paper
Online
Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper
Online
Paper

Data collection

13

261
110
537
204
305
96
132
101
188

N

22.3
19.3
21.6
27.2
19.2
21.4
19.8
19.3
18.7

Mean age

Note. Male = % male; C = % christian; M = % muslim.

Romania
Russia—Moscow
Russia—Kazan
Saudi Arabia
Thailand
Turkey
UK
USA—Iowa
USA—South Carolina

Table 1. (continued)

47
23
48
42
20
33
10
46
30

Male
4.5
5.8
5.5
—
4.4
5.4
4.4
4.0
4.1

Urban origin
88
51
31
0
1
3
31
80
85

C
1
38
57
100
1
58
0
0
0

M
Romanian
Russian
Russian
Arabic
Thai
Turkish
English
English
English

Language of response

Online
Online
Paper
Paper
Online
Online
Online
Online
Online

Data collection
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cultural logic scores. Differences in response style between samples were
then discounted by standardization across samples. These standardized scores
were then averaged at the sample-level to create the sample-level scores. The
use of just three items as the basis for these measures does not permit tests of
measurement equivalence.
Self-construal. Scales measuring three dimensions of self-construal were
adapted from the larger number of items used by Vignoles et al. (2016). Each
scale comprises six items, with some items phrased in terms of independence and other items phrased in terms of interdependence. Respondents
were asked: “How well does each of these statements describe you?” 9-point
response scales were used, ranging from 1 (not at all) to 9 (exactly), with
three intermediate anchor-points (3 = a little, 5 = moderately, 7 = very
well). Items were worded using “you,” in order to make the task “easier” for
all cultural groups. Scales measured: Self-Containment versus Connection
to Others (“If a close friend or family member is sad, you feel the sadness as
if it were your own”); Self-Expression versus Harmony (“You prefer to
preserve harmony in your relationships, even if this means not expressing
your true feelings”); and Consistency across Situations versus Variability
(“You behave in the same way even when you are with different people”).
Smith et al. (2020) report analyses of this data. Following Kashima et al.
(1995), individual variations in response style were first discounted through
within-subject standardization. Differences between samples in response
style were then discounted by standardization across samples. A pan-cultural
exploratory factor analysis with oblimin rotation explained 40.9 percent of
variance and yielded three factors defining the three facets of self-construal.
The factor scores for Harmony versus Expressiveness were reversed, to
ensure that all scores were keyed toward independence rather than interdependence. To test the robustness of these scores, Tucker’s phi (van de Vijver
& Leung, 1997) was computed for each of ten clusters of samples that were
judged culturally similar or geographically adjacent. The items defining the
factor structure within each cluster were compared in turn with the pan-cultural structure. All factor coefficients exceeded .90 and 157 of 160 values for
item congruence were at or above .90. Thus, there is evidence for a satisfactory structure for the three self-construal scales. Fuller detail of these analyses is provided by Smith et al. (2020).
Attitudes and values. The measure of Awareness of Others in General (Crocker
et al., 2003) comprised five items, three of which are reversed (e.g., “I don’t
care what others think of me”). Responses were made on 4-point Likert
scales, with anchors from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The measure of
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Honor values comprised five items provided by Rodriguez Mosquera et al.
(2008) (e.g., “It is important to you that others see you as someone who
deserves respect”). Responses to these items were based on 9-point scales,
using the same anchors as described above for the self-construal items.
Face concerns. Respondents were asked to think of a recent interpersonal
conflict that they had experienced, using a measure designed by Oetzel and
Ting-Toomey (2003). They first identified the gender of the other party and
indicated whether the conflict involved their romantic partner, a family
member, a friend, or someone from work or college. They then rated four
items referring to Self-Face (e.g. “I was concerned with protecting my selfimage”), and six items referring to Other-Face (e.g. “I tried to be sensitive
to the other person’s self-worth”). Responses were recorded on 7-point Likert scales, with anchors from strongly disagree to strongly agree.
Lun et al. (2020) report analyses of these data. After within-sample standardization, factor analysis of the 10 face items for the total sample yielded a
two-factor solution with oblimin rotation explaining 56.5 percent of variance.
To test the adequacy of the two face scales within the samples, they computed
Tucker-Lewis phi coefficients (van de Vijver & Leung, 1997) comparing
each of ten culturally similar or geographically adjacent clusters of samples
with the pan-cultural factor structure. For nine of the ten clusters, all 20 congruence coefficients for factors exceeded .96. For the Southeast Asian cluster,
comprising the Malay and Thai data, the coefficients were .89 for Other-Face
and .69 for Self-Face. Thus, there is overall evidence for consistent structure
of the face concern scales.
Relational mobility. Respondents were also asked to rate whether a series of
statements accurately describe the people in the immediate society where
they live. Perceived relational mobility was measured with 12 items devised
by Masaki Yuki (Thomson et al., 2018) (e.g., “It is common for these people
to have a conversation with someone they have never met before”). The
6-point response scales are keyed from strongly disagree to strongly agree.
Using the same items as in the present study, Thomson et al. (2018) reported
acceptable partial scalar invariance of the latent variable for relational
mobility across their samples from 39 nations, after relaxing equality constraints for seven intercepts. Within the present data, sample-level Cronbach
alpha was .86, and average individual-level alpha across samples was .78.
Reaction to norms. Nine items were newly created for the present study.
Respondents were asked to think of times when they had been in a situation
in which certain behaviors were appropriate or expected, and how they
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reacted to such circumstances. Six items (“Discomfort”) refer to discomfort
in relation to perceived social expectations (example item: “In some situations, you are expected to behave in ways that would make you feel uncomfortable”). Three items (“Avoidance”) refer to avoidance of perceived social
expectations (“You usually avoid situations in which it is appropriate to
behave in ways that would make you feel awkward”). Response scales for
these items were the same as those used for the self-construal items. Smith
et al. (2020) confirmed the intended factor structure of these items through
multilevel confirmatory factor analysis, using MPlus Version 8 (Muthén &
Muthén, 1998–2017). They specified two covarying factors at both participant and sample levels, one representing a factor indicated by the six discomfort items, and one indicated by the three avoidance items. All items were
highly significant indicators of their respective factors (ps < .001), and the
model was an acceptable fit to the data (CFI = .93, RMSEA = .08, SRMRwithin
= .046, SRMRbetween = .15).
Table 2 shows means, sample-level and individual-level values of
Cronbach alpha for all measures.
We tested our hypotheses through hierarchical linear modeling using
MPlus Version 8 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2017). We predicted the various
dependent variables from the dignity, honor, and face mean scores, both at the
individual and the sample level. As the means for the three measures of cultural logics had been standardized relative to the overall mean, they are not
independent of one another. A separate set of analyses was therefore run for
each logic. We also report estimates of random slopes, indicating the extent
to which individual-level effects vary in consistent ways between samples. In
evaluating random slope effects, we follow Nezlek (2011, p. 327), who notes
that moderation may be stronger or weaker in different samples and that it is
therefore possible to test for cross-level interactions even when the random
slope term is not significant. Cross-level interaction terms indicate whether a
given individual-level effect is strengthened or weakened in samples characterized by a given logic.

Results
The sample-level means shown in Table 3 indicate that the cultural logic
measures have strong plausubility, with 22 of 29 samples showing highest
mean scores for the logic that might be expected on the basis of the prior literature. At the sample-level, the standardized scores for face logic correlated
with dignity logic at −.72 (p < .001) and with honor logic at −.15 (ns).
Dignity logic correlated with honor logic at −58 (p < .001).
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Table 2. Overall Means and Reliabilities for Nomological Met Measures.
Cronbach alpha

Self-containment versus
connection to others
Self-expression versus harmony
Self-consistency versus variability
Awareness of others in general
Self-face concern
Other-face concern
Discomfort
Avoidance
Honor values
Perceived relational mobility

Mean

SD

Sample
level

Average
individual level

3.23

0.57

0.85

0.70

5.32
5.25
2.39
4.58
4.56
4.48
5.67
6.27
4.17

0.55
0.64
0.19
0.49
0.43
1.81
2.05
0.58
0.23

0.73
0.91
0.85
0.88
0.84
0.89
0.90
0.83
0.86

0.69
0.84
0.74
0.76
0.83
0.87
0.90
0.75
0.78

Preliminary multivariate analyses indicated that individual-level cultural logics were not significantly related to age, gender, or urban origin. Respondents
on paper rather than online scored significantly higher on honor (p < .001)
and on face (p < .05). However, after controlling for gender and age differences, there were no significant differences between paper and online
responders in perceived culture means within each of the three samples that
contained both types of respondent. The effect of response mode is therefore not controlled in the main analyses, as the choice by the authors of this
paper as to the local appropriateness of paper or online response is more
likely to be a side effect of the cultural and economic differences between
samples. Online responders were from nations with average purchasing
power parity of $37,767, whereas paper responders were from nations with
average purchasing power parity of $26,782 (www.imf.org/external/pubs/
ft/weo/2018/01). Past research on cultural differences in values has also
found no notable difference in data between online and pencil and paper
data collection modes (Lilleoja et al., 2016).

Hypothesis Tests
Table 4 shows the results of tests of Hypotheses 1-3. There are numerous
individual-level and sample-level significant relations between the dependent measures and each of the cultural logics. We consider these results at
each level of analysis in turn.
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Table 3. Sample Means Using Double Standardized Ratings of Perceived Cultural
Norms.

Armenia
Australia
Argentina
Brazil—Brasilia
Brazil—Sao Paolo
Canada
Chile
China—Beijing
Georgia
Greece—Athens
Greece—Thrace
Hong Kong
Iraq
Italy
Japan
Malaysia
Mexico—Mexico City
Mexico—Tijuana
Netherlands
Pakistan
Romania
Russia—Moscow
Russia—Kazan
Saudi Arabia
Thailand
Turkey
UK
USA—Iowa
USA—South Carolina

Dignity

Honour

Face

Category

−0.21
0.09
0.17
−0.01
0.04
0.23
0.14
−0.01
−0.10
0.06
0.00
0.00
−0.28
−0.02
−0.26
−0.34
0.37
0.11
0.97
−0.21
0.14
0.29
0.02
−0.33
−0.62
−0.11
0.36
0.01
−0.01

0.54
−0.08
−0.04
−0.20
0.00
−0.17
−0.13
0.15
0.19
0.15
0.16
−0.28
0.18
0.28
−0.20
−0.17
−0.10
−0.03
−0.64
0.04
0.06
−0.08
−0.05
0.29
0.17
0.02
−0.17
0.24
0.20

−0.30
−0.02
−0.14
0.21
−0.04
−0.08
−0.03
−0.13
−0.07
−0.21
−0.16
0.27
0.13
−0.25
0.48
0.53
−0.31
−0.09
−0.43
0.19
−0.21
−0.39
0.03
0.08
0.50
0.10
−0.22
−0.24
−0.18

H
D
D
F*
O
D
D
H*
H
H
H
F
H
H
F
F
D*
D*
D
F*
D
D
O
H
F
F*
D
H
H

Note. D = dignity; H = honor; F = face; O = no category predominant.
*Unexpected categorizations.

Hypothesis 1. Hypothesis 1 concerns associations with the logic of dignity. We
note the effects found in relation to the hypotheses. At the individual level,
there are significant predicted associations with self-containment (H1a), low
awareness of others (H1b), low avoidance (H1d), high relational mobility
(H1e) and low honor values (H1e). Both types of face concern were low, but
not in the manner predicted. Thus, there was evidence for five of nine
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0.04**
0.001
0.23
−0.05
−0.07***
0.003†
−1.51***
−0.04
0.04†
0.003†
0.46†
0.69

0.01
0.002
0.19*
−0.06
−0.01
0.001
−0.19
−0.04
−0.01
0.001
−0.08
−0.11†

†

0.03
0.001
0.25
−0.07**
−0.02
0.001
0.02
−0.09
−0.01
0.002
−0.38**
0.12

CONS

EXP
−0.03**
0.00
0.19
0.01
0.02*
0.001†
−0.31*
0.00
0.01
0.000
−0.02
0.03

OA
−0.10***
0.001
−0.68
−0.02
0.08***
0.003
0.23
−0.001
0.03†
0.001
0.81*
−0.06

SFACE
−0.06**
0.001
−0.74**
0.04
−0.03
0.000
0.27
0.06
0.09***
0.003
0.83*
−0.13

OFACE
−0.01
0.002
−0.24
−0.08**
−0.01
0.001
0.14
−0.03
0.02
0.000
0.25
0.01

DISC
−0.04**
0.000
0.06
−0.13***
0.03†
0.001
0.30†
−0.07
0.02†
0.000
−0.25
−0.13***

AVOID

0.10***
0.007***
0.35**
0.16*
−0.02
0.006**
0.07
0.05
−0.09***
0.001
−0.58***
0.14*

RM

−0.14***
0.001
−1.00**
−0.00
0.18***
0.012*
1.43***
−0.04
−0.01
0.006†
0.40
−0.09

HON

Note. IND = individual-level effects; RS = random slope; SAMP = sample-level effects; IND × SAMP = cross-level interactions; CONT = self-containment versus
connection to others; EXP = expressiveness versus harmony; CONS = self-consistency versus variability; OA = other awareness; SFACE = self-face; OFACE =
other-face; DISC = discomfort; AVOID = avoidance; RM = relational mobility; HON = honor values.
†
p < .10. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

DIG-IND
RS
DIG-SAMP
IND × SAMP
HON-IND
RS
HON-SAMP
IND × SAMP
FACE-IND
RS
FACE-SAMP
IND × SAMP

CONT

Table 4. Coefficients for Regressions of Dependent Variables on Perceived Dignity, Honor, and Face.
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predicted effects. Samples with strong dignity logic show predicted effects for
high consistency (H1a), lower other-face concern (H1c), low honor values
(H1e) and high relational mobility (H1e), yielding four of nine predicted
effects. There are also four significant cross-level effects. The association
between individual-level perceptions of dignity and expressiveness, discomfort, and avoidance are all negative in samples where respondents perceived a
dignity logic is widely endorsed, whereas the association between perceived
dignity and relational mobility is more strongly positive in such samples.
Hypothesis 2. Hypothesis 2 concerns associations with the logic of honor. At
the individual level there are significant predicted effects for low self-containment (H2a), high awareness of others (H2b), high self-face concern (H2c), high
honor values (H2e), and a trend toward high avoidance (H2d), yielding five of
seven predicted effects. Samples with strong honor logic show predicted effects
for low self-containment (H2a), high honor values (H2e), and a trend toward
avoidance (H2d), yielding three of seven predicted effects. However, there is
also a significant negative relation with awareness of others, in contrast with
the effect found at the individual level. There are no cross-level effects.
Hypothesis 3. Hypothesis 3 concerns association with the logic of face. At the
individual level there are significant predicted effects for high other-face concern (H3c), and low relational mobility (H3e), yielding two of seven predicted effects. Samples with strong face logic show predicted effects for low
expressiveness (H3a), high self-face concern (H3c), high other-face concern
(H3c), and low relational mobility (H3d), yielding four of seven predicted
effects. There are two significant cross-level effects. Within samples where
face logic is widely perceived, the individual-level association between face
logic and avoidance is negative, and the association between face logic and
relational mobility is weakly positive.

Discussion
This study has explored the correlates of a set of three measures focused on
the cultural logics of dignity, honor, or face. We first required evidence as to
the validity of the simple three-item measure that was used to differentiate
logics. If this separation can be established, it becomes possible to explore
our interest in contrasts between individual and sample-level effects.

Measurement of Cultural Logics
The utility of our measures of cultural logics can be evaluated by the plausibility of the sample mean scores shown in Table 3, and by considering the
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outcome of hypothesis tests concerning the nomological net of each measure.
The sample means did accord with prior expectation in 22 of 29 instances. Our
hypothesis tests revealed 12 significant individual-level effects in the predicted direction, from the 23 for which a prediction was entered. There were
also 11 significant predicted sample-level effects from the 23 that were computed. Considering both sets of effects together, in six instances predicted
effects were found at both levels, in four instances they were at the individual
level only and in three instances they were at the sample level only. In the
seven of the remaining instances, there were no main effects. Six significant
cross-level effects were also found, three of them in the absence of main
effects. Thus, for the 23 predicted relationships, some support was found for
16 of them. Given these effects it appears that the three-item measure does
capture elements of the contrast between these three cultural logics.
Summarizing effects in this way risks overemphasizing the coherence of
what has been found, unless a basis can be specified for when effects would be
found at a given level. It is evident that there were slightly more individuallevel effects than sample-level effects. Furthermore, most sample-level effects
provided evidence of the strengthening of individual-level effects in circumstances where the logic perceived by individuals was in fact widely endorsed
by others in the same sample. The cross-level effects show a different pattern,
some strengthening and others weakening individual-level effects where a
given logic is strongly endorsed. These results enrich our understanding of cultural logics by showing the mutual relevance of individual- and sample-level
data - these effects may or may not be compatible, as Leung and Bond (2007)
maintain. Indeed, some of our results do show that logics are differently associated with various outcomes depending on the prevalent logic. For instance,
individuals’ honor logic was positively associated with generalized awareness
of others, but not in samples where honor logic was widely endorsed.
The pattern of effects also appears to vary between logics. In relation to
dignity logic, seven individual-level effects are found, compared to four sample-level effects. For honor logic there are four individual-level effects and
three sample-level effects. For face logic, there are two individual-level effects
and four sample-level effects. This set of results suggests that individuals’
dignity logic may be somewhat more strongly predictive of effects, whereas
face logic may be more rooted in the cultural context. Given that dignity logic
is rooted within the individual, it is plausible that the effects associated with it
will be most readily predictable from the individual’s reading of the logic
prevalent in his or her immediate social context. Conversely, given the contextualized nature of face logic, it is plausible that the effects associated with it
would be more predictable from the properties of the broader social system in
which face logic is frequently elicited. This contrast in results requires fuller
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investigation, when measures of cultural logics based on larger numbers of
items are used. Since Leung and Cohen’s (2011) conceptualization of logics
emphasizes that each logic is elicited by distinctive types of context, the
imbalance of individual and sample-level effects underlines the importance of
examining more closely the eco-social and interpersonal contexts in which
particular logics are most frequently elicited.

Cross-level Efects
Only six cross-level effects were found, and four of these refer to the same
two predictors, namely avoidance and relational mobility. This provides only
modest support for Leung and Cohen’s (2011) proposition that differing cultural logics can modify the meaning of a given event. However, the measures
of logics that we used were already based on ratings of one’s immediately
perceived context and may therefore tap context as well as person.
Distinguishing persons and context as wholly separate is problematic (Bond,
2013). Although engaging 29 samples does greatly extend the number used in
past studies, more extensive detection of cross-level effects might require
still broader sampling.

The Distinction Between Honor and Face
Cultural groups characterized by emphasis on honor and face have until
recently both been seen as exemplars of collectivism. The present results
provide evidence for their distinctiveness, at both levels of analysis. The
measure of relational mobility distinguished face logic from dignity logic,
but was unrelated to honor logic. Thomson et al. (2018) found relational
mobility low in both face cultures and Arab honor cultures, but they sampled
adults, whereas we sampled students, who are likely to be more mobile. The
measures of honor values distinguished honor logic from dignity, but were
unrelated to face. The strength of these contrasting findings for honor logic
and for face logic is underlined by the fact that they are built upon all four of
the significant random slopes that were found in the entire analysis.
The associations between cultural logics and the ratings of past conflicts
also provided clear contrasts between all three logics, perhaps because they
were based on ratings of actual past behaviors. Our predictions for the handling of past conflicts were based upon prior studies comparing the relative
salience of concerns for self-face and other-face (Oetzel & Ting-Toomey,
2003). The present results suggest an alternative perspective, with both types
of face being salient where face logic is prevalent and neither type of face
salient where dignity logic prevails.
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Limitations
The principal limitation of this study is the use of three single-item measures.
Multiple items would provide greater assurance that the three cultural logics
have been adequately represented. However, we have presented evidence that
the measures employed have sufficient value to take benefit from the broad
range of samples that were surveyed. A second limitation is the variation
between procedures used to collect data at different sites. At the three sites
where data were collected both online and on paper, no mean differences in
cultural logics were found. While this difference will have had some effect on
the mean scores attributed to sites, it is not likely to have affected the probability of obtaining individual and sample-level effects.
None of the measures included in this study has been shown to have full
metric equivalence across samples. This is not unusual when large numbers
of samples from different nations are included. Tests for full scale equivalence are not achieved even with measures widely considered to be well
established, such as the Big Five personality dimensions (Marsh et al., 2010).
The very diversity of samples included may preclude conventional criteria
for scale equivalence. In such circumstances, there is an argument for tradeoffs between broad sampling and measurement equivalence. In establishing
the level of adequacy of the measures that have been employed in this study,
an alternative basis for evaluation has been provided by examining the nomological network for the cultural logics of dignity, face, and honor.

Conclusion
All prior studies of cultural logics of which we are aware have either analyzed
data at the individual level, or compared sample-level means. The use of hierarchical linear modeling in obtaining our results has made it apparent that the
sample-level and cross-level effects that are found are explaining variance that
is additional to that explained by individual-level effects. These results support the contention of Leung and Cohen (2011) that the implications of individual- and sample-level logics are mutually relevant to one another. To
understand the actions of individuals, we need to know both the logics with
which they interpret their context and the logics that are widely employed
within that context. Those perceiving each logic to be most distinctively
enacted around them do describe themselves and their actions in ways that are
predominantly consistent with the logics of dignity, honor, and face. Cultural
differences in logics are attributable both to individuals’ distinctive perceptions of their context and to the contextual press of others with similar perceptions. Individual perceptions may be more relevant to the dignity logic, while
contextual press may be more important in relation to face logic.
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